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The planning principles outlined above, were the foundation of the dimensions of the
building. With this it was possible to researched the position of the Chamber and it´s
size.
Using a 3D model, that was available due to the exhibition Pavillion of Austria at venice
was adjusted using Google Maps recordings size. Along with the view and the floor
plans containing the Chamber all elementary details could be reconstructed.
Size oft the building : Width: 63 meter | Length: 80 meter | Height: 17 meter (eaves)
Size of the chamber: Width: 26 meter | Length: 22 meter | Height: 10 meter
Access to the building
There are several sides entrances, but the main development is at the front of the
Storting, which can be reached by ramps. Highlighted the Camber, there are four
different main entrances on two several floors. On the first floor you can reach the
chamber as a sitting member and minister. On the second floor there is the access to
the auditorium, on which visitors can follow the meeting on a balcony.
Parliamentary seat Regulation
The norwegian Parliament seat system is a semicircle better known as french-system.
On the inner semicircle in the first row the minister are located. In the rows behind the
sitting members have the seats.
Speaker location
There is an speziality about the speaker
position. Regulary there are three
different positions. On right next to the
president of the chamber an two in fornt
of the podium.
Once a month there is a so called ask
round where members of the sitting can

point out there questions. At this spezial
moment, the two speaker lectern are
placed against each other.

Front wall painting
The painting on the front wall shows the
metting of 1814 where the constitution
was signed. Detailed description is
below at the point front wall.

Location
The parliament building is located in the city of Oslo in Norwergen. it is
highly symmetrical and is designed as an H-shape having two semi-circles on the
transverse axis. The main facade faces Eidsvolls Plass. On the left of small triangular
"Stortingets Plass" and right, the "Wessels Plass", which houses the twelve committees.
On the right side of the Wessels Plass is the Storting's block. Five buildings,
administration, archives, house the library, and offices for the parties and the Members
of the European Parliament.

The Storting chamber
„Design and floor plan
The Storting Chamber is unique in its
mixture of different stylistic elements.
Today it seats the 169 Members of
Parliament and any members of the
government present. The room itself
has a floor plan like a Greek theatre,
where the Members sit in a semicircle
built up on seven levels. An ambulatory
with pillars supports the public gallery,
replicates the shape of the chamber.
Everyone sits facing the President of
the Storting who chairs the sittings from
a raised podium below Oscar
Wergeland’s painting Eidsvold 1814.
From the podium you can look out
across the assembly and through the large round arched windows that symbolically
open the Chamber to the people outside. If you look out through the windows, there is
a fine view across the square outside – Eidsvolls plass – and up to the Royal Palace.
Parliament buildings – designed to house elected assemblies and facilitate their
debates – emerged as a new type of architecture in late 18th and 19th century Europe.
In England there had been a long tradition of rectangular assembly chambers – a
design that goes back to the Roman senate building Curia Julia at Forum Romanum.
However, it was in Paris that the new design for Parliament buildings emerged.
Assembly chambers with a semi- circular design were adopted after the French
Revolution in 1789. They took their design from the theatres of antiquity and created a
pattern for many parliaments in Europe.
Construction, style and colour
The overall design and floor plan of the Chamber are of the French, continental type,
but the interior decoration is inspired by the Gothic, the Swiss Chalet Style and by the
modern glass halls of the 1800s with pillars and girders in iron and steel. In these
types of architecture the different building elements are visible. The effect of the bare
architecture is not only decorative, but all reveals how the wooden construction
buttressing the roof. The pillars that support the public gallery and the roof, are
composed of a bundle of smaller, linked elements, known as bundle pillars.
The ceiling can also be seen as a variation of a Roman Velarium – an awning – that
unfolds like a fan above the assembly. In antiquity an awning was drawn across the

amphitheatre to protect the public from the burning sun. The decorative elements in
the roof are based on such an awning, and the ribs of the fans divide the ceiling into
white areas. The white areas are painted with rows of oak leaves. At the outer edge of
the ceiling, the light, decorative patterns on a red background are reminiscent of the
Norwegian “dragon style”. There is a slight rise in the ceiling where the chandelier
hangs. Langlet had in fact intended there to be a bigger rise, making the ceiling look
like a tent. So it was not just on the outside that the roof was inspired by a circus tent.
Due to the risk of fire, this “tent” did not achieve the intended design, and the six-sided
area thus became just a small rise. Along with other gas lights, the huge chandelier
that hangs down from this area was converted to electric light in 1917.
The visibility of the structural elements in the Chamber is modelled on the European
Gothic style. Historicism in Norway took much of its inspiration from the wooden
architecture of the stave churches, which were regarded as a unique Norwegian
expression of European Gothic. Wooden architecture accordingly dominates the
interior of the Chamber. Details are highlighted using gold leaf. Another recognisable
element from stave church architecture is the St Andrew’s Cross. The cross creates
stays and handrails between the pillars in the public gallery. The location of the gallery
on a floor above and opening out towards the Storting Chamber may bring to mind
galleries in churches, while the ambulatory below the public gallery may be thought to
resemble the ambulatory around the altar in a church.
During the alterations in the 1950s, the Storting Chamber was extended by moving the
wall with the four recesses behind the podium four metres (the width of the old
staircase) inwards towards the Central Hall. This was done to make room for more
Members, whose number had been steadily increasing over the years. The extension
was done by copying as closely as possible the original architecture, materials,
ornamentation, colours and fittings. Hence the extension is scarcely noticeable. The
walls were originally painted in a pale, almost white colour with red and yellow stripes.
The Storting Chamber was redecorated for the centenary of the Norwegian
Constitution in 1914. It was painted dark red and detailing was emphasised using gold
leaf. The red and gold give the Chamber a royal character, and this works well on the
one day each year when the Chamber is converted into a throne room.“ 1
History of the Storting
„The Storting met for the first time in the autumn of 1814. At this time there were few
buildings in Christiania (today’s Oslo) that could house an assembly of 79 men. The
choice fell on the auditorium of Christiania Cathedral School, which was to be the
meeting place for the Storting for the next 40 years. When the Old Banqueting Hall at
Det Kongelige Frederiks Universitet on Karl Johans gate – the main street – was ready
in 1854, the Storting moved its sittings there. Only in 1866 could the Members of

Parliament move to their own, purpose-built premises. At that time the Storting shared
the building with the State Audit Office, the National Archives and the Mapping
Authority. In 1949 the Storting finally acquired exclusive use of the building. In the
same year a competition was announced for extensions and alterations to the
Parliament building. The low building housing the National Archives on Akersgata was
torn down and replaced in 1958 by the four-storey office and committee building that
stands there today. The need for more space led to the purchase of a total of five
buildings opposite the Parliament building at Wessels plass. This quarter is today
known as the Storting Block.“ 1
The architectural Competition
„Up until 1869 the Storting only met for a few weeks every third year, but discussions
had been going on for a long time about the need for the national assembly to have its
own representative building. Nonetheless, other buildings, including a residence for
the King and premises for the university, as well as buildings for a prison and a
hospital, were given priority as the young Norwegian nation was creating a
representative capital city. The Parliament building was part of a larger development
plan for the city. As a result the discussions concerned both where the building should
be located and what it should look like.
In the period from 1836 to 1857 twelve
different proposals for the symbolically
important location were discussed: from
Akershus fortress via Tullinløkka to the
government’s proposal to build on the
site of the Palace Park (number 5 on the
map on the opposite page). Shortly after
that, however, the Government changed
its mind and instead purchased Karl
Johans gate (number 8 on the map). In
1857 the Storting gave its consent for
the building to stand here, right in the
city centre, looking out across to the
Royal Palace.
In 1856, the Ministry of Finance
announced an architectural competition
for both the sites (numbers 5 and 8).
The competition was won by two of
Norway’s leading architects, Wilhelm

von Hanno (1826–1882) and Heinrich Ernst Schirmer (1838–1883), with a design for a
neo-Gothic Parliament building with high arches, towers and spires on Karl Johans
gate. However, both the neo-Gothic winning design and the location were called into
question.
Before the Government sent von Hanno and Schirmer’s winning design to the Storting
for its formal approval, the Swedish architect Emil Victor Langlet (1824–1898) came to
Norway in February 1857, straight from his study tour of Italy, and was permitted to put
forward a design. Even though his
design was submitted after the
deadline, it was exhibited with the other
competition drawings. Eventually, a
majority in the Storting rejected the
original winning design and agreed to
erect a Parliament building on the lines
of Langlet’s drawings. However, since
Langlet was a young and little known
architect, it was decided to hold a
further round of competition before the building could begin. The Ministry of Finance
asked the established Danish architect,
Professor Christian Hansen (1803–
1883) to draw up a proposal for the
Parliament building.
Hansen’s proposal was never a real
challenge to Langlet’s design, which
was regarded as highly original and
having no immediately recognisable
models. The building emerges from socalled historicism, which borrows and
mixes stylistic elements from different historical periods. Nonetheless it is difficult to
identify specifically Norwegian elements in the building, although it coincides with a
period of increasing interest in Norwegian history, particularly from the Viking era and
the Middle Ages. Later generations have attributed Norwegian elements and values to
the building, but the artistic styles that are most prominent are largely classical and
European.“1
The architect of the Storting
„Emil Victor Langlet (1824–1898) was a Swedish architect from an originally French
family. He was educated at Chalmerska Slöjdskolan in Gothenburg, studied
architecture at Kungliga Konsthögskolan in Stockholm and at L’École des Beaux-Arts

in Paris. Towards the end of his study tour of Italy in 1853–1856, Langlet developed his
winning design for the Norwegian Parliament.
Langlet also created the designs for Studentersamfundets hus (the Norwegian Student
Association ́s house) in Universitetsgata (1861) and Nissens Pigeskole (a girls’
school), both in Oslo (1860),the Drammen Stock Exchange (1867), Drammen Theatre
(1869), Fredrikstad Town Hall (1861) and a number of private residences. Langlet was
influenced by Romanesque-Lombardic architecture and had a particular fascination
with central-plan churches and buildings where the floor plan is symmetrically
arranged around a circular or cruciform-shaped centre space. He was also interested
in theatre buildings, both ancient and modern. The Parliament building bears the
imprint of all three of these fields of interest that initially might not seem to work
together, but which Langlet joins together in an architectonic unity. After nine years in
Norway, Langlet in 1866 made his way back to Sweden.“1
The architectural styles of the Storting building
„Historicism – the main building from 1866
Historicism is used to describe a period in 19th century art and especially architecture
that is characterised by reviving and copying the styles of previous eras, including
Gothic, Renaissance and Baroque. As with the Parliament building, a number of these
styles could be used at the same time, and therefore this period has at times been
called, somewhat derogatorily, an “era of stylistic confusion”. In Europe this period
lasted from about 1820 to 1890, while in Norway it was particularly evident from about
1850 to 1900 and in church architecture through to about 1940. As a result of new
technical innovations with cast iron and cement, the various historical styles could be
copied, enlarged and freely combined.
Historicist buildings are not just replicas of other buildings, but often borrow
characteristic elements that are assigned certain attributes: Gothic was regarded as
particularly suitable for church buildings and neoclassicism for banks, schools and
universities.
Functionalism – the 1959 extension
In marked contrast to historicism we find functionalism, which sets out to rid itself of
superfluous decoration. The style is recognisable from the close link between the use
of an object and its design. Within the architecture, the building’s use and construction
are expressed in the design. The style is charac- terised by large surfaces, straight
lines and geometric shapes.“1

The facade
„The most eye-catching part of the Parliament building is the symmetrical main façade
with the semicircle in the middle. Langlet wrote that he had used the two wings that
extend out on each side to “resemble outstretched arms to welcome the
representatives of the people, or with them the entire nation”. The large semicircle
reflects its function as a meeting place for Norway’s national assembly behind the
large, Romanesque, round-arched windows.
Langlet was determined that the exterior architecture should reflect what was
happening inside the building. He was the first parliamentary architect to make visible
the building’s function as a political meeting place by allowing the semicircular shape
of the Storting Chamber to be visible from the exterior as well.
By putting together round and rectangular shapes, Langlet creates strong movement
between light and shade in the body of the building. While some surfaces reflect the
sun with their light yellow tiles, other surfaces create shadows and contrasts. The
semicircle is, on closer inspection, not completely round, but is made up of nine
broken surfaces divided into three levels. When we stand in front of the façade and
look upwards, the façade rises up in nine large, Romanesque aches crowned by
narrow, round windows that together make up the ground floor. If we allow our gaze to
follow the façade further upwards, we see that each arch has a corresponding arch on
the floor above which is divided into two smaller windows, crowned with a rosette. On
the uppermost floor, which rises above the roof of the side wings, there are three
smaller windows in each of the semicircle’s nine broken surfaces. In this way the
arches become smaller and more refined on each floor. It was probably this tripartite
division that
made contemporary critics compare the Parliament building with the Colosseum in
Rome, where the three classical orders of pillars stand on top of each other and divide
the façade into three levels.
If we look at the multi-angled semicircle as an isolated building element, it also
suggests a link with church architecture, particu- larly the round baptisteries which can
be seen in Florence. Langlet had studied central-plan churches in Northern Italy and
borrowed elements from there. From Northern Italian church architecture, there is a
huge leap to the roof of the Parliament building, where Langlet took his inspiration from
a French circus tent. Langlet borrowed the construction and design from the architect
Jakob Ignaz Hittorff (1792–1867) and his Cirque d’hiver in Paris. This is a brick building
with a roof that imitates a circus tent. To complete a building inspired by a baptistery
with such a surprising element as a circus tent roof is typical of historicism.
When we look at the façade of the Parliament building as a whole, it seems as though
one of Langlet’s strongest influences was the design by the master of the Baroque,
Giovanni Lorenzo Bernini (1598–1680), for the never realized east façade of the Louvre

in Paris (1665). The Parliament building has much in common with Bernini’s
composition, with a semicircle in the middle and wings that spread out on each side. It
is probable that Langlet was also aware of Louis Le Vau’s (1612–1670) design for the
façade of Vaux-le-Vicomte in France. The semicircle there, as in the Parliament
building, is a dominant element that stands in contrast to the rectilinear wings at the
side.“1
The wings
„The wings at the sides of the building have a calm and restful appearance with their
neoclassic design, and stand out from the dynamism of the curved façade. The façade
facing out towards Karl Johans gate has three large doors in the centre part, which are
the public entrance to the Storting Chamber. Under the three large windows is the
balcony from where the President of the Storting – the Speaker of the Assembly –
waves to the children’s parade on 17 May, Norway’s Constitution Day. Facing out
towards Wessels plass, on the ground floor there is just one small gate, previously the
entrance to an open central courtyard. Above the entrance there are windows similar
to those in the façade on the opposite side and behind these windows is the Storting
restaurant.“1
Materials and decorative elements
„Because the Parliament building consists of so many juxtaposed shapes, it is
ultimately the use of materials that binds it together: the yellow brick with details in grey
brick and light lilac stucco. The foundation wall and some of the decorative elements
on the façade are in granite. What inspired Langlet above all to use yellow and grey
brick was his study of church architecture in Italy. At the time it was maintained that the
yellow brick was both honest architecture – because the building material could be
seen – and also maintenance-free and economical. Even though yellow brick was
unusual at the time, it was the actual design of the building that aroused the most
wonder and also outrage.“1
Criticism and problems with space
„Schirmer and von Hanno’s original winning design for the Storting building was
criticised for its similarity to a church. The decision to select Langlet’s design for the
Storting was controversial, and the building immediately became the object of criticism
and even ridicule. The building’s architecture was so unusual and difficult to place that
it may seem as though the associations had been given free reign. Critics of the time
thought that the building looked like a prison, a wood-burning stove, a vaulted

storehouse, a sentry box, the Colosseum in Rome, a medieval fortress, a church and a
theatre.
After the Second World War space became a pressing problem. Once again there was
a long debate, and a series of different solutions were proposed. The most radical of
these suggested building a new Parliament building elsewhere in the city or pulling
down the existing building and erecting a new one on the same site. Somewhat less
radical were the suggestions to extend and alter Langlet’s Parliament building. The art
historian Robert Kloster said that “the Storting building has been an unappreciated
structure. It is certainly a building of quality and of major architec- tonic interest”. The
Prime Minister Einar Gerhardsen, on the other hand, thought that the building was
“probably the most inappropriate and impractical in the world, not to say the ugliest”.
After a lengthy debate the parliamentary majority decided to retain the existing
building, but to carry out the necessary extensions and alterations to enable the
Storting to continue to perform its work here.“1
The extension
„There had previously been proposals to extend the Parliament building in both 1932
and 1938, but the decision to demolish the low, two-storey building on Akersgata
which had housed the National Archives was taken in 1946. The building was replaced
by a four-storey office and committee building, as part of a larger programme of
restoration and alteration work in the period from 1951 to 1959. Nils Holter (1899–1995)
won the competition for the new extension. Holter is regarded as one of the most
significant Norwegian architects from the middle of the last century. The functionalist
form of the extension creates tension both by standing in contrast to Langlet’s building
and at the same time adapting and subordinating itself to it.
The old wings and the new building are linked together by the grey-pink granite and
yellow brick. The elongated hexagonal windows of the original building are also
recognisable in the link, but in a simpler form and without any decorative framing.
Rectangular, wooden window frames divide the façade of the extension into a grid of
light granite, creating the impression of a functionalist office building. The monotony is
broken by a light, almost unnoticeable, oblique angle in the façade. Functionalism as a
style emphasises connection between the use of the building and its design. It is
interesting to see that the idea is not completely unlike Langlet’s idea, even though the
building is of another time, with a simpler, more subdued expression. The biggest
difference is that Holter’s architecture has rid itself of the ornamentation and borrowed
elements that were at the core of Langlet’s architecture.“1

Front wall painting „Eidsvold 1814“
„Norway’s most famous history painting had, in its day, a very specific political
significance, which was, however, quickly forgotten. Placed centrally in the Storting
Chamber, the picture showing the men who wrote the Norwegian Constitution in 1814
is now a national and historic symbol.
In the middle of the painting stands “the Father of the Constitution”, Christian Magnus
Falsen (1782–1830), who is reading out a proposal for what was to become the final
article of the Constitution. Some 70 of the 112 Members of the Constituent Assembly
are present. They are shown true to life in different postures. The majority of them are
listening to Falsen, but there is one clear exception: Wilhelm Frimann Koren Christie
(1778−1849), the man in the red jacket to his right who is known as “the Defender of
the Constitution”. The Constituent Assembly’s permanent secretary is the only one
looking directly at the viewer. The two main characters are in the very foreground at the
edge of the frame. The angled perspective leads the eye towards the Members, who
are sitting on rows of wooden benches at either side of the chamber. In the
background, the large window draws the gaze out towards a spring landscape bathed
in sunshine. The sparsely furnished chamber is decorated with garlands of spruce
twigs, and on the wall to the right is the portrait of the King of the Danish-Norwegian
Union, Christian IV (1577−1648).
Oscar Wergeland was a history painter who trained at the art academies in
Copenhagen and Munich. Wergeland’s aim was to
render the historic event at Eidsvoll as realistically as possible. However, 70 years after
the actual event took place, he had few visual reference points. Wergeland spent
considerable time searching for sources in order to accurately depict the personalities,
interior, clothing and details. The painting, which can also be seen as a reconstructed
group portrait, is carefully staged and tightly composed, but the painter has
nonetheless taken a few liberties. More recent research has shown that the chamber
looked rather different. The painting was Wergeland’s masterpiece, but the
interpretation of its political message has changed over time.
In 1882, when Wergeland first sketched the painting, Norway was due to hold
parliamentary elections. A contentious topic in these elections was the question of
access for Government Ministers (at that time appointed personally by the King) to the
Storting and a possible amendment to the Constitution. The painting Eidsvold 1814
depicts a specific day in 1814, namely 11 May, the day when the Members debated
and adopted the final article of the Constitution. According to this final article, the
Constitution may only be amended by a two-thirds majority. Consequently the painting
may be interpreted as contributing to the argument against amending the Constitution
and in favour of preserving the power of the King and the Ministers appointed by him.

In the first sketch of the painting from 1882, the curtains are drawn, but in the final
version the curtains have been pulled aside. The window is also open, letting in light
and fresh air. Figuratively speaking, the Assembly has opened itself up to the world
and is letting in new notions about the sovereignty of the people, separation of powers
and civil rights that were known from the American and French constitutions, amongst
others. A fresh wind is blowing across Norway, and new freedoms are being enshrined
in the Constitution. Through the window we can also see a farmer ploughing his field,
as any farmer could have been doing at Eidsvoll in May 1814. However, in a painting
that took three years to complete, no element appears to be random. Like the farmer,
the Members of the Constituent Assembly are breaking new ground and sowing the
seeds of the new democratic system, the defence of which is the main message of this
painting.
The painting was commissioned by Lorentz Ring (1832–1904) and bequeathed to the
Storting. Ring was an army doctor, landowner and businessman. He sympathised with
the political right, who at that time opposed a stronger parliamentary system. When the
painting was placed in the centre of the Storting Chamber in 1885, behind the podium,
it had already lost its original political significance, as Government ministers had been
meeting in the Storting since 1884. Given that the contemporary political message was
no longer relevant, the significance of the scene came to lie in the long-term
consequences of Norway obtaining its own constitution. The painting is the oldest
depiction we have from this historic event and is composed in such a way that two
assemblies meet: The Constituent Assembly at Eidsvoll and the Storting currently in
session. Hence every meeting in the Storting Chamber is also a meeting where
Christie’s watchful gaze reminds today’s Members of their obligations to promote and
protect the democratic values of the 1814 Constitution.“ 1
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